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The Gold Drop property is located in the Jewel Lake Camp, about 9 km northeast of
Greenwood, on NTS 82E/2E as shown on the attached location map. Work during 1999 was
done on the eastern portion of the claim block, on the slopes of Pelly Mountain. The Gold Drop
claim+where the active underground workings are located, is at UTM 54469OON,383350E.
The eastern portion of the claims are accessedas follows: From Greenwood, go north on
Highway 3 for 4 km to the Boundary Creek Road. Turn left for 1.5 km to the Jewel Lake Road
then turn right for 9 km. Turn right onto the Jewel Lake - Eholt road. Go about 3 km, through
the Dentonia Mine site, then tom left onto the mine accessroad for about 1 km to the Gold Drop
workings.
The property consists of 64 units, as listed below and shown on the claim map. The
claims are owned by Edward Brown, FMC # 103401.
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Hitory:

The property includes the Gold Drop and North Star Mines (Minfile #082SEl53,082ESE152) as
well as the Lake View (Minfile #082ESEO%), and numerous other former crown granted mineral
claims. Gold bearing quartz veins were first discovered in the Jewel Lake area in the late 1890’s,
and early work was done on the property at this time. Most of the work in the Jewel Lake area
has been on the Dentonia Mine, just south of the Gold Drop property. The Dentonia Mine
Enfile # 082ESE055) produced about 125,000 tonnes at a grade of about 11 g/t Au and 65 g/t
On the Gold Drop property, a north-northeast striking quartz vein is exposed over a length of
about 300 metres. The vein pinches and swells, from less than 1 foot in width, to greater than 12
feet. The dip averages about 55’ to the cast. Both the Gold Drop and North Star workings are
along this vein, which is parallel to and about 500 metres east of the main vein explored on the
Dentonia property. The vein is hosted in metamorphic rocks. The sulfide content of the vein is
generally very low, with only minor pyrite, galena, chalcopyrite, sphalerite and t&rides. Free
gold is present.
There are a number of old workings along the vein, on the Gold Drop and North Star claims,
which are described in detail in the old Minister of Mines Annual Reports. Free gold is present
and high gold values are reported to be associated with telhuides. Gold grades vary, but can
exceed 3 oz./tAu. Production from the North Star is 6,200 tonnes at an average grade of about 4
g/t Au and 77 s/t Ag (mostly during the 1930’s). Production from the Gold Drop is 335 tonnes at
a grade of 15 g/t Au and 107 g/t Ag, again mostly from the 1930’s.

Kenar Resources optioned the property in 1980 and did a rock sampling program in the old
working on the Gold Drop and North Star claims (Phendler, 1981). In 1981, Kenar Resources
completed a $56,000 exploration program on the claims, in the area of the Gold Drop and North
Star workings. A very small soil sample grid was done, with 75 samples collected. Six BQ size
drill holes, for a total of 1,584 feet, were drilled to test the vein below the Gold Drop and North
Star workings (Basco, 1981). In 1983, they did a $13,000 follow-up program of geological
mapping, additional soil sampling, rock sampling and trenching. Again, work done was in a very
small area right around the Gold Drop and North Star workings (Peto, 1983). Ed Brown acquired
the claims from Kenar Resources.
The property was optioned to Trojan Ventures in the early 1990’s, and a small amount of work
was done (including some trenching) which was not filed for assessment.
During 1998, Ed Brown, Doug Redden and Clem Cyr rehabilitated the lower Gold Drop adit and
began drifting to intersect the Gold Drop vein about 80 feet below the upper level. During 1998,
30 metres of drifting was completed. The intent was to provide a good, fresh exposure on the
vein to prove up tonnage on the vein by drifting north along it towards the North Star, and to test
the grade of the vein by bulk sampling

ProspediogPmgram:
During 1999 the eastern part of the claim block was prospected in detail to locate all old
workings, to follow up areas of anomalous soils from past work, and in an attempt to discover
new areas of quartz veining. In particular, areas of rumored veining were prospected in detail.
The attached 1:2500 scale map shows the geology, old workings and rock sample locations. The
lack of outcrop in many places on the claims made prospecting difftcult, however there was some
success.Samples were collected where warranted and all new veins or undocumented old
workings were sampled. The number of samples collected was much lessthan anticipated,
however, due to the low number of new discoveries made. A total of 22 rock samples were
collected and a complete list of sample descriptions is attached, as are the analytical results.
A new vein was discovered in outcrop about 100 mctres south of the Lower North Star Adit. The
vein was narrow where discovered, with no evidence of any previous exploration. A sample
collected from the vein (GD99-9) returned only 130 ppb Au.
A second area of veining, in subcrop, was discovered in the Silent Friend area. The subcrop was
situated approximately on strike of the vein explored by numerous old workings and sampled as
GD99-5,ll and 12. Previous reporting indicated up to 0.548 or/t Au from this vein, however the
samples collected during this prcgram returned a maximum of 1700 ppb Au and 13.5 ppm Ag.
The float discovered was IO0 metres beyond the northern most working but was barren.
In the western portion of the property, and on the adjoining Laura crown granf an area of sheeted
quartz veinlets in diorite was discovered and sampled (GD99-4). This was felt to be an
encouraging sign of possible bulk tonnage targets indicative of an Intrusive Hosted Gold system.
The sample was disappointingly low in gold (20 ppb). however, and none of the other trace
elements which would have supported this model (ie. W, Bi) ware anomalous either.

An attempt was made to provide better exposures of surface veins by blast trenching, on veins
where gold values were highest. This proved to be largely unsuccessful, b-use the amount of
overburden made drilling the blast holes difficult. One pit was completed on the north striking
vein, northwest of the Gold Drop adit where a sample of vein material from the dump of a caved
pit with no rock exposure (GD99-3) had returned 4740 ppb Au. A pit was blasted along the vein
and two samples were collected, one of vein material and one of mineralized wall rock (GD99-21,
22). The vein was narrow at the point it was exposed, only about 20 cm wide. It was very
crushed and broken and occurs within a rusty fault zone. The vein is hosted in pyritic siliceous
argillite with patchy quartz. Neither sample collected was anomalous in gold or silver.
Blast trenching was attempted at the Old Bird showing. One sample was collected from vein
material on the dump at this working (GD99-6), which was not anomaIous, however previous
reports show up to 0.214 oz/t Au from this vein and high grade vein material was picked from the
dump and processed. Because of this, and because of the lack of vein exposure and lack of other
workings on this vein, further exploration on this vein system was felt to be a high priority.
Unfortunately, it proved impossible to use the plugger because of the amount of overburden. This
am should be trenched using a backhoe, but could not be done in 1999 as there was no
permitting in place for this.
Trenching should also attempt to trace the vein on the Silent Friend, sample3 as GD99-1. This
sample returned 2070 ppb Au, and previous samples show 0.155 oz/t Au from the vein, and up to
1.5 oz/t Au from mineralized float nearby. This trenching should also be done using a backhoe.
During 1999, the Lower Gold Drop adit was extended to intersect the Gold Drop vein at the point
where the split, visible in the Upper adit, occurs. This split was hit ather drifting for about 40
metres. The vein was then drifted on for 10 metrcs to the southwest, and for 20 metres to the
northeast. Detailed maps of both the Upper and Lower Gold Drop adits are included. The vein
is very irregular, in strike, dip, width and character. This makes it dificult to predict it’s position.
in order to follow the vein it must be drilled along. Eight samples were collected from the
Lower Gold Drop adit, as shown on the attached map. Seven of these samples were collected
from vein material, and one from gougy. pyritic altered metasediment wall rock in the tinal face.
The best sample was GD99-17, collected about 3 metres back from the final face, which returned
0.129 oz.4Au.
Visible gold was apparent in vein material from the final face and a bulk sample was collected for
mill testing at the test plant in Greenwood. Four 20 kg samples of sorted vein material were run.
Samples were passedthrough the rod mill for gridin& then run through a gravity and a flotation
circuit. Approximately 65% of the gold was recovered through the gravity circuit, with the
remained coming off in the flotation circuit. The samples indicated a head pde of 0.75 oz& Au.
The Gold Drop -North Star vein system is exposed on surfsee and in underground workings over
an elevation range of > 200 metres. Samples were collected from upper, middle and lower levels
on the vein to test for metal zonation. Gold/silver ratios are consistently << 1, with no real
variation detected Erom top to bottom level, nor are there variations in other elements which show
any useful zonation patterns.
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